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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The COVID-19 pandemic is being used to facilitate the efforts of a select few to

COVID Advances New World Order — The Empire of
Billionaires

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

In March, the United Nations New World Order (UNNWO) announced its annual

International Day of Happiness global campaign, along with a call for solidarity and

unity in the global Lght against COVID-19

"

The UNNWO goals, such as ending poverty, hunger, gender inequality and polluted

water, sound admirable, but are just pawns used to further a one-world government

regime with power concentrated in the hands of a few billionaires

"

A one-world government tactic that New World Order relies on is media censorship,

which the liberal "fact-checking" group Media Matters is now advocating for anyone

who doesn’t align with the New World Order mission

"

The World Health Organization, whose biggest funders include the Bill & Melinda

Gates Foundation, aims to vaccinate everyone across the globe by 2030 and to track

who has and has not been vaccinated

"

Mass COVID-19 vaccination poses health dangers and even vaccine advocate Bill

Gates predicts adverse reactions to the vaccine will claim 700,000 victims

"
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create a one-world government with power concentrated in the hands of an elitist

group of billionaires.

In March 2020, the United Nations New World Order (UNNWO) announced their

annual International Day of Happiness global campaign, along with a call for solidarity

and unity in the global Lght against COVID-19.  The campaign theme, according to

UNNWO, was:

"… a call on all 7.8 billion members of the global human family, and all 206

nations and territories of planet earth, to unite in solidarity, and steadfast

resolve, in ?ghting back against the COVID 19 Coronavirus …"

While the UNNWO sustainability goals, such as addressing poverty, hunger, polluted

waterways, and more, sound admirable,  they rely on one-world government

manipulations such as media censorship, mass surveillance of citizens and total

governmental control of your health care decisions, as I will explain in detail in this

article.

One clear example of the dangers of one-world initiatives is the World Health

Organization's Immunization Agenda 2030, in which the aim is to vaccinate everyone

across the globe.

Bill Gates of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, a big WHO funder, has stated he

intends to vaccinate the global population against COVID-19,  and then track and

monitor each person through digital surveillance.  The Rockefeller Foundation also

supports mass-tracking of the citizenry — all under the guise of "public health."  The

reasoning for this is to stop the pandemic.

But, will a gigantic global disease surveillance system created under the pretext of

COVID-19 be dismantled once the pandemic is declared over? Or, will it simply morph
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into other surveillance functions also presented as mechanisms to protect the "public

health?"

Vaccine Mania Has Gripped the Nation

As the COVID-19 pandemic passed its six-month mark and the number of reported

cases in some countries and states rose, the focus on a vaccine intensiLed, with

numerous vaccine makers vying to be Lrst with results.

That distinction came in mid-July, when the initial results from a clinical trial of a

vaccine candidate developed by Moderna, sponsored by the National Institute of

Allergy and Infectious Diseases, received a positive write-up in The New England

Journal of Medicine (NEJM)  and pleased Wall Street.

What's interesting is that Moderna has "never produced an approved vaccine or run a

large trial," according to Stat News. Yet, it seized the COVID-19 opportunity  and

forged ahead. When you think about it, though, the exuberance over the vaccine

candidate is irrational.

First, as with all vaccines, adverse effects can and will sometimes occur. Even Lercely

pro-vaccine advocates have expressed concerns about possible adverse effects of a

hurried-up COVID-19 vaccine.

From Bill Gates  (more on that later in this article) to Merck CEO Kenneth Frazier,  to

rotavirus vaccine inventor Dr. Paul Oht  — who once held the Merck-endowed chair

in vaccinology  at The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia — high-proLle individuals

are talking about it.

Oht expressed reservations about how fast the vaccine companies were pushing

development of the vaccine, and warned of possible safety and ehcacy problems that
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could occur from giving it to thousands of people "without a large safety and ehcacy

trial."

Frazier had similar concerns, with a more strongly-worded comment: "If you're going

to use a vaccine on billions of people, you better know what that vaccine does." Along

that same line of thinking is the concern — as with all vaccines — that the immunity

and/or duration is not assured because the "immunity" is not naturally acquired.

Another concern is that contact tracing and computer apps to determine the

whereabouts and contacts of a person who may have been exposed are much too

aggressive. For example, even if someone has no symptoms of COVID-19,

governments, whether local or national, will have the ability to quarantine a person

against their will, according to a YouTuber who recounts her contact tracing training

in a video.

Moreover, according to top legal scholar Alan Dershowitz,  a 115-year-old U.S.

Supreme Court ruling allows authorities to legally inoculate someone with a vaccine

against their will for the purpose of safeguarding public health. On the other hand,

they cannot do so if the vaccine is intended only to protect a person's personal health,

he says.

While other legal scholars debate just how far the federal government can go with

this,  such threats to your rights and health continue to grow. And, certain media

groups, who should be supporters of free speech, are leading the charge to take away

your free speech rights. Standing at the forefront, the liberal "fact-checking" group

Media Matters is trying to discredit vaccine safety groups who they believe could

stand in the way of worldwide vaccination.

Media Matters Pushes Censorship of Vaccine Safety Groups
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A smear piece from Media Matters, titled "The Most Notorious Anti-Vax Groups Use

Facebook to Lay the Groundwork Against the Novel Coronavirus Vaccine,"  lays the

groundwork for discrediting the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC),

Children's Health Defense and Informed Consent Action Network. The article begins

by casting such groups as a threat during COVID-19:

"As novel coronavirus cases spike in the U.S. and numerous efforts are

underway to develop a vaccine, the most prominent U.S. anti-vaccination

organizations are using Facebook and other social media platforms to poison

the well against a potential vaccine."

Media Matters is angry that Facebook allows the groups' social media

communications to appear educational rather than branding them as "vaccine

misinformation." This is especially important, writes Media Matters, because support

for vaccination among the general public is falling:

"Support in the U.S. for vaccination generally has been on a downward trend

for the past two decades. A January 2020 poll released by Gallup found that

84% of Americans believe it is 'important' to vaccinate children, down from

94% in 2001.

The poll found that support for vaccination has declined 'among almost all

subgroups of the U.S. public.' Gallup attributed the decline in support for

vaccination to the spread of false information about vaccines, in particular

the debunked link between vaccines and autism."

Vaccination Is Becoming a Hard Sell

Media Matters cites a 2014 study published in the journal Pediatrics  that identiLed

four ways in which the desirability of vaccination is promoted and how none of the
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messages is working. The four attempts to "reduce vaccine misperceptions and

increase vaccination rates for measles-mumps-rubella (MMR)" were listed by the

journal as:

Information explaining the lack of evidence that MMR causes autism from the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Textual information about the dangers of the diseases prevented by MMR from

the Vaccine Information Statement

Images of children who have diseases prevented by the MMR vaccine

A dramatic narrative about an infant who almost died of measles from a Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention fact sheet

However, the messages are not working and possibly even backLring, says Media

Matters.  [And] "… attempts to 'correct false claims about vaccines may be especially

likely to be counterproductive.'"

The messages likely backLre because Big Pharma and its buddy, Big Biotech, suffer

from a credibility problem — in the case of Big Pharma, from the many medications it

has withdrawn after assuring the public they were safe.  Moreover, "anti-vaccination

content" — as Media Matters calls it — may be more compelling than messages

designed to sell vaccination:

"Another negative factor in play at Facebook and other social media outlets is

that research suggests that anti-vaccination content tends to be more

popular than pro-vaccine content and anti-vaccine messages …"

The messages are also likely ringing stronger with younger people who tend to be the

biggest users of social media, Media Matters admits:

"According to a report from Center for Countering Digital Hate ... Americans
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who 'use social media more than traditional media to access news and

updates about Covid' say that they will get vaccinated against coronavirus at

a rate 10 points lower compared to those who primarily consume traditional

media."

Media Matters Has a Huge InKuence on Mainstream Media

Media Matters' initial $2 million in funding came from wealthy progressives via the

Tides Foundation,  with additional funding from MoveOn.org and the New Democrat

Network, according to National Review.  In 2010, George Soros, one of the richest

people in the world, gave the group $1 million, according to The New York Times.

The self-proclaimed "fact checking group," founded by conservative-turned-

progressive David Brock,  states that its mission is to counteract conservative media,

and it has been very successful. According to the Daily Caller:

"The group scored its ?rst signi?cant public coup in 2007 with the ?ring of

host Don Imus from MSNBC. Just before Easter that year, a Media Matters

employee recorded Imus's now-famous attack on the Rutgers women's

basketball team, and immediately recognized its in[ammatory potential.

The organization swung into action, notifying organizations like the NAACP,

the National Association of Black Journalists, and Al Sharpton's National

Action Network, all of which joined the ?ght ... By the end of the week, Imus

was ?red."

Media Matters then enlisted the National Hispanic Media Coalition, League of United

Latin American Citizens and similar groups to pressure CNN advertisers to oust

anchor Lou Dobbs from CNN for alleged racist comments.  In November 2009,

Dobbs left CNN, and the Daily Caller quotes a Media Matters staffer who said, "We got
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him Lred."

Media Matters also launched what they dubbed a "campaign to expose Glenn Beck's

racist rhetoric in an effort to educate advertisers about the practices on his show."

The campaign facilitated his departure from Fox News.

Media Matters is also able to place their biased stories in mainstream outlets as real

news. According to the Daily Caller, sources from the organization bragged about

planting stories in The Washington Post, San Francisco Chronicle, Los Angeles Times

and on blogs such as the Daily Kos, Salon and HuffPost. They also reported a warm

reception at The New York Times:

"Jim Rainey at the LA Times took a lot of our stuff," the staffer continued. "So

did Joe Garofoli at the San Francisco Chronicle. We've pushed stories to

Eugene Robinson and E.J. Dionne [at the Washington Post]. Brian Stelter at

the New York Times was helpful.

Ben Smith [formerly of Politico, now at BuzzFeed.com] will take stories and

write what you want him to write," explained the former employee, whose

account was con?rmed by other sources. Staffers at Media Matters "knew

they could dump stuff to Ben Smith, they knew they could dump it at Plum

Line [Greg Sargent's Washington Post blog], so that's where they sent it."

As described by Sharyl Attkisson, the impact of Media Matters is of concern to

everyone:

"The problem is, too many news organizations and even journalism groups

such as Poynter use Media Matters and their adliates as if they are

legitimate news sources. They are either unforgivably ignorant of Media

Matters' slants — or choose to keep readers in the dark because they agree
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with the slant.

One major interest Media Matters and its adliates have served over the

years is that of the pharmaceutical industry. They often smear scientists and

journalists who report on prescription drug and vaccine safety issues, falsely

labelling them as 'anti-vaccine.' Of course, that's like saying that because I

broke news about problems with Firestone tires, I am 'anti-tire,' or because I

have exposed fraud within charities, I am 'anti-charity.' Silly."

COVID-19 and Vaccines Are a Pathway to Billionairehood

Forbes compiled a list of 10 health care billionaires who have proLted since COVID-19

was declared a global pandemic. Topping the list was Stéphane Bancel, CEO of

Moderna, whose vaccine candidate trial results were published by NEJM.  According

to Forbes:

"When the WHO declared a pandemic, Bancel's estimated net worth was

some $720 million. Since then, Moderna's stock has rallied more than 103%,

lifting his fortune to an estimated $1.5 billion. A French citizen, Bancel ?rst

joined the billionaire ranks on April 2, when Moderna's stock rose on the

news that the ?rm was planning to begin phase two trials of its vaccine."

Bancel is far from the only person who has become a "biotech billionaire" thanks to

the lucrative development of COVID-19 vaccines, treatments and diagnostic tools

solicited by governments and funded by taxpayers. Others include:

1. Gustavo Denegri — With a net worth of $4.5 billion, Denegri has a 45% stake in

the Italian biotech company DiaSorin.

2. Seo Jung-Jin — With a net worth of $8.4 billion, Jung-Jin co-founded Celltrion, a
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biopharma company in Seoul.

3. Alain Mérieux — With a net worth of $7.6 billion, Mérieux's grandfather founded

BioMérieux, a French multinational biotech company.

4. Maja Oeri — With a net worth of $3.2 billion, Oeri is a descendent of Fritz

Hoffmann-La Roche, the founder of pharmaceutical giant Roche and owns about

5% of Roche's shares.

5. Leonard Schleifer — With a net worth of $2.2 billion, Schleifer's wealth is

attributed to Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, which he co-founded.

6. George Yancopoulos — With a net worth of $1.2 billion, Yancopoulos is

Regeneron's chief scientiLc ohcer.

7. and 8. Thomas and Andreas Struengmann — With a net worth of $6.9 billion, the

Struengmann twins sold their generic drug company Hexal to Novartis in 2005

and have other biotech investments.

9. Li Xiting — With a net worth of $12.6 billion, Xiting cofounded Mindray Medical

International, China's largest medical equipment producer.

Pandemic ProZteering Has Increased the Wealth Gap

The U.S. has been noteworthy for its extreme wealth and income inequality, and the

richest have become even richer from pandemic proLteering, according to the

Institute for Policy Studies:

"Between January 1, 2020 and April 10, 2020, 34 of the nation's wealthiest

170 billionaires saw their wealth increase by tens of millions of dollars. Eight

have seen their net worth surge by over $1 billion.
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As of April 15, Jeff Bezos's [Amazon's founder] fortune had increased by an

estimated $25 billion since January 1, 2020. This unprecedented wealth

surge is larger than the Gross Domestic Product of Honduras, $23.9 billion in

2018."

The wealth of the world's top Lve billionaires — Jeff Bezos, Bill Gates, Mark

Zuckerberg, Warren Buffett and Larry Ellison — increased twice as much as the

federal government paid in stimulus checks to more than 150 million Americans.

And as mentioned earlier, and noted by Barbara Loe Fisher, co-founder and president

of the NVIC,  Moderna's stock price ballooned when it announced that its messenger

RNA vaccine was ready for clinical trials,  and the company's CEO became "a new

billionaire overnight."   

Questions About the Moderna Vaccine

Authors of The New England Journal of Medicine article, cited earlier, wrote that the

Moderna vaccine candidate, named mRNA-1273, "induced anti–SARS-CoV-2 immune

responses in all participants, and no trial-limiting safety concerns were identiLed."

The study team did note, however, "Solicited adverse events that occurred in more

than half the participants included fatigue, chills, headache, myalgia, and pain at the

injection site."

But, according to Just The News, adverse effects were not always that minor,

especially after a second injection:

"Notably, every participant in the two larger-dose groups reported adverse

reactions after their second injections. One study participant in the smallest-

dose group, meanwhile, was removed due to having developed hives after the

?rst round of injections."
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In addition to adverse effects, scientists are questioning how long immunity against

the coronavirus, suggested by the presence of antibodies, will last.

According to Zero Hedge, immunity durability may be so short-lived, a COVID-19

vaccine "might need to be administered every year to offer a reliable level of

protection."  That will certainly be a windfall for the biotech billionaires. Zero Hedge

writes:

"[A] study produced by researchers at King's College London is showing

recovered patients' antibodies declined signi?cantly within months of

infection, raising the critical question of whether a vaccine could ever provide

lasting protection.

Moderna's vaccine candidate has shown the capacity to produce antibodies

in test subjects, but it's still unclear exactly how much protection this might

provide.

University of Nottingham Emeritus Professor in Immunology Herb Sewell,

who consulted on the study, said it appeared to show that antibodies to the

virus disappeared more quickly than antibodies for MERS and other

coronaviruses ...

Several high pro?le studies have raised doubts about whether these

antibodies are permanent, or effective, or not."

Finally, the adverse effects of vaccines in general are so well known, even Bill Gates —

who is arguably the world's most passionate vaccine advocate — admits that as many

as 700,000 could become victims of adverse reactions to the COVID-19 vaccine.

According to the German website Ken FM, in an interview with CNBC Gates said:

"… if we have … one in ten thousand side effects ... that's, you know, way
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more — 700,000 … people who will suffer from that. So, really understanding

the safety at gigantic scale across all age ranges — you know — pregnant,

male, female, undernourished and existing comorbidities, it's very, very hard

...

… that actual decision of‚ OK, let's go and give this vaccine to the entire world,

governments will have to be involved because there will be some risk and

indemni?cation needed before that can be decided on."

Since that interview, several bloggers and media watchers have twisted Gates' words

as deaths, which has triggered another media "fact-checker," APF Fact Check,  to call

them out for it. So, if you do share this information, please note it's side effects —

which can include deaths, but also anything from a light fever to a very serious, but

not life-threatening event — that Gates speciLcally mentioned.

The Empire of Billionaires Is a Threat to Public Safety

In summary, as biotech billionaires rush in to proLt from the COVID-19 pandemic, your

privacy rights are being violated through tracking and contact tracing, and your right

to refuse a vaccine may be in jeopardy if it is deemed for the public good. At the same

time the very media that should be promoting your right to free speech and to

question government's decisions for your body is advocating for having those rights

taken away.

Through the pursuit of an artiLcial vaccine, natural immunity to viruses like COVID-19

will not occur and future pandemics are assured. But that means mass vaccination

will have to be repeated over and over again, which is good news for the pandemic

proLteers. But is it good for you?
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Darzoum

Alan Dershowitz has said the state has the right to forcibly plunge the vaccine needle into the arm of

the unwilling.  How much of his certainty stems from a nonexistent ideal, a picture absent the

corruptions and controversies surrounding vaccination?  In a recent debate with RFK Jr, he concedes

that certain standards must be met, but has so far seemed little informed or concerned about the

actual problems in vaccine safety.  This is no minor point.  Such questions are not merely inconvenient

anomalies sullying the purity of hypothetical legal arguments; they are systemic.  

So let’s do a little “thought experiment,” based on a scenario that more than satisLes the conditions

Dershowitz apparently presumes as given.  Let’s imagine a vaccine that is absolutely 100% safe &

effective, that pharmaceutical corporations are completely moral, with the health and safety of their

customers as their paramount concern, and that regulatory agencies, politicians and media are

working from a standpoint of perfect, impartial rectitude, devoid of posturing, conwicts of interest or

hidden agendas.  I know… that’s a lot to ask of imagination, but try.  With these conditions met, should

we now mandate vaccines?  No, but at that point, why would you have to?  There would be no shortage

of willing customers and mandates would become irrelevant.  

Does this not also reveal the conditions under which mandates do become necessary? Yes, the present

conditions: untested, ineffective and potentially risky vaccines; immoral vaccine makers, all convicted

felons; paid-off politicians, regulatory agencies and mainstream media. Under those conditions,

mandates—the forceful removal of freedom of choice—become necessary to compel anyone even

partially awake, presenting us with a thinly-veiled totalitarianism instated by a unique form of terrorism,

the fear of a virus. The plunging needle is then to protect the power and proLts of elites, and has very

little to do with protecting public health.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Darzoum

Lawyer/Law Professor Alan Dershowitz claiming there is no Constitutional right not to get

vaccinated: youtu.be/EDC_25jZr1E   Alan Dershowitz debating Robert F. Kennedy Jr:

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
https://youtu.be/EDC_25jZr1E?t=109
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childrenshealthdefense.org/news/vaccine-debate-is-on-robert-f-kennedy-..

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Goldengirl713

The wu shot is supposed to be safe, but I will never get one again. Haven't had one in 20 years. I

dont get viruses. I dont trust the shot either and I sure as hell will not be getting this new vaccine

for this new sars-like virus. They can just try to Lnd me if they mandate these injections. Who

knows what the effects on your body will be down the road. Or who knows what the ingredients in

the injection has that might cause bodily harm. I just do not trust Pharmaceuticals anymore. I have

clients who are older and get the shot to prevent the wu but either get the wu anyway or get some

kind of sickness that is like a mild wu that keeps them bed ridden for a few days. Nuts!!

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

dectiri

Curious how the Lgure Gates picks as a necessary sacriLce, is actually what the disease caused

this time? Maybe he's scheming to claim that our covid deaths were minimized by the lockdown, so

we should sacriLce the next 700,000 'side effect' deaths as a price to avoid lockdowns? Well that

physicist Denis Rancourt's study  that reviews epidemiologic science with the astounding

conclusions that

a)  the spread of the yearly winter epidemics is totally predicted by the weather's ABSOLUTE

HUMIDITY which seriously declines in winter and the mechanics of aerosolized viral particles

wafting in the air and not settling out like in summer when humidity is high, is how the virus gets

into our lungs for serious infections Which raises the idea that HUMIDIFIERS IN WINTER would

seriously reduce the spread. Also the USE OF NETIPOTS [?Dr Hannas ergonomic version] would

limit the invasion of viral infection to nasal / snizes only

b)  the severity of cases Rancourt assigns to health of the population which is something we in the

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/vaccine-debate-is-on-robert-f-kennedy-jr-vs-alan-dershowitz/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=b0614aa6-8672-46c7-861a-a9d0b8b08316
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Goldengirl713/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/dectiri/default.aspx
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alt-med supporting media online here have tried to spread improvements, like the vitamin D,

vitamin C, etc. That message has resulted in the adoption of much of those nutrients at therapeutic

doses in this covid battle.. witnessing the store shelves for such nutrients, including zinc,

magnesium etc SO WHY NOT FIGURE WE CAN COPE WITH THE FUTURE COVIDS as well as the

FUTURE FLUs c) Rancourt highlights the epidemiology in the weekly death tolls from all-causes

[avoids misdiagnoses distortions] to show the EXTREME SYNCHRINICITY of the eruption of deaths

IMMEDIATELY at locations CONTINENTS APART, with the ANNOUNCEMENT OF OFFICIAL

PANDEMIC.  Also pointing out the strange INITIAL SPIKE's shape and it's likely relationship to the

genociding of the nursing home residents, demanding investigation but without saying how that

genocide was accomplished:  100% FLU VAXXING NURSING HOME RESIDENTS?!

cighe.net/HyperbaricWellness/ResearchLibrary/VaxxingKills-graph.jpg

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Julieanne

dectiri, not everywhere in the world has winters with low humidity. I live in a country that, apart

from the tropical north, has hot  dry summers and winter rains.  We have pretty well beaten Covid in

my state, with fast and early response, but one state has an outbreak. This virus has no respect for

climate.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

NewlandsWanderer

Brilliant post Darzoum.  There are many life-saving options that will make dodgy vaccines

completely unnecessary.  If Dr Fauci had told the truth about inexpensive Hydroxychloroquine it

could have saved thousands of lives with early use.  The Big Pharma proLteering $$  hate it.

Because it works: https://c19study.com/
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

balhawk

Ah, but note the context of Dershowitz's observation: the precedent being that the government has

the authority to force people to be vaccinated IF a vaccine is safe and effective.  But the ruling that

shielded manufacturers from liability in the US for recommended vaccines in the 1980s was based

on the premise that vaccines are unavoidably UNsafe.   Therefore, according to the law,  pharma

can't have it both ways, and US citizens either have free choice OR vaccine manufacturers have

liability for what is forced upon people.  So which is it?  Unavoidably unsafe with manufacturers

protected from liability and no right to compel people to take their poisons, OR compulsion with

liability?   Which would you prefer if you were a vaccine manufacturer?

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

tilapiagirl

Texas cdc advisor from houston DR[I use the term loosely] Dr Carol J Baker says and I quote Get

RID OF THE WHITES

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Randyfast

Darzoum; Just as the likes of Monsatan genetically altered plants and took out a patent on them,

which then gave them "Intellectual Property Rights" - ownership of those plants; are they not now

intending to do the same with humans, with their gene altering mRNA vaccines? Once they've

altered the DNA of humanity and gain Intellectual Property Rights through their "patented" process

- would they not then, essentially "own" our bodies and have the "power" to 'invade' our bodies in

whatever way they choose? With this in mind; think about the push for Transhumanism (covertly, of

https://articles.mercola.com/members/balhawk/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/tilapiagirl/default.aspx
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course). The crazy loons are doing their best to re-invent humanity! Humanity/cyborg (whatever)

2.0!

P.S. No replies on this post yet. If any of you believe that "Transhumanism" is a "conspiracy theory"

- you haven't done your homework!

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

mirandola

Might this test pose some solutions to the mandates, the contact tracers, etc? Dr Mercola, what is

your opinion about this test? Effective? Has it been around long enough to know? The Harvard doc

here says it is 94% effective, can be done at home by licking test paper (no jabs,  no blood, no pain)

and results can be seen in ten minutes. He says that this can help kids go back to school, avert the

contact tracers, etc.....and in short, help to mitigate the NWO though he does not come out and say

that. www.youtube.com/watch  My question is, if the test is as penultimately sensitive as stated,

then might people friek out unnecessarily if they test positive? If yes, at least it would be their own

choice to self quarantine, instead of government forced.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

mirandola

Goldengirl713, please read what I posted in reply to NewlandsWanderer's post. You won't believe

your eyes. seeing Is believing, court documents linked.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

dude01

https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h7Sv_pS8MgQ
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Goldengirl, I know so many people who have been vaccinated for various reasons. In most cases,

it's usually for the wu. But I know others who have been sweet talked into measles and shingles

vaccines, as well. Two people I know who got the shingles vaccine got a return bout of shingles.

Then i know even more who got the wu shot who either got the wu,  or ended up very sick claiming,

"I'll never get it again".  In all cases where the disease or sickness came about after getting the

vaccine, the doctors all made a similar type claim: "If you didn't receive this vaccine, your illness

would have lasted twice as long." Good liars don't quit. They just lie, lie, lie!

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Darzoum

Thanks NewlandsWanderer... that's an amazing graph in the link you provide, a picture of a real

"inconvenient truth"; but Fauci, all of the sudden, thinks a double-blind placebo test would be a

good idea.... just not for vaccines but hydroxycloroquine.  Dr. Mercola has been postulating that

quercetin could be an even better option than hydroxycloroquine.  The suppression of such

information reprehensible, if not criminal, but it at least exposes who we're dealing with.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Darzoum

balhawk, your reasoning is top-notch.  Yes, Dershowitz throws in his obligatory "IF" concerning

vaccine safety, but that's a very big "if" he's talking about... so big that if he really took it to heart, he

wouldn't so readily use such vehemence in talking about governments plunging vaccines into

unwilling citizens.  And as you point out, "unavoidably unsafe" means that "if" never goes away.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Darzoum

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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Randy, it may sound far fetched that humans could ever be patented, but as you point out, the

precedent of patenting lifeforms has already been set.  Transhumanism is a very real idea and it is

already making deep encroachments.  It has some of its foundational rationale from the likes of

B.F. Skinner and Ray Kurzweil, but its real foundation is rooted in complete ignorance of what a

human being is, and the vast potential for much greater embodied within each of us.  That is why I

reject such terminology and the underlying idea of "artiLcial intelligence."  Do we need artiLcial

“intelligence” when our own real intelligence awaits full realization?  In general, I think humans are

too enamored with technology and too easily seduced with promises of conveniences.  That's how

they Lrst gets their hooks in us!  Those initial, innocent-seeming impulses can lead all the way to

transhumanism if we are not careful.  So the priority has to be our awakening Lrst, technological

innovation second.  We have to acknowledge that we leave an opening for these things to sneak in.

In the Lnal analysis, how many technological “advancements” pass this litmus test: do they make

us stronger or develop our latent capacities? Do they make us more conscious? Awake? Alive? Do

they enhance what is beautiful and true within us? Or do they mostly support sleep, allowing us to

check out while some device handles our challenges? If your bottom line is a lazier, less competent

but more distracted and dependent version of yourself, made ever more predictable through the

conditioning of standardized, preset options, is that the price you consciously agreed upon for the

short-term gain? An improvement of circumstance is not self improvement. Why have we not yet

Lgured out that struggle combined with the right attitude equates to accelerated growth

opportunity and empowerment, and that that Self-awakening is actually more important than

getting this or that task painlessly behind us?

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

nojusticenopeace

“We shall have a world government whether or not you like it - by conquest or consent.  Quote from

James Warburg son of Paul Warburg, February 17, 1950. Testimony to the US Foreign Relations

Committee.  The rich psychopaths have be planning their NWO for many years.

Posted On 07/28/2020
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DeeMarie123

I can't help but think we're being ruled by a small number of people with far too much wealth. Their

useful idiots are happy just to get a million in 'funding', while the mainstream media is entirely

beholden to its advertisers and owners. Those who are against tend to be ordinary people like

parents who just want the best for their children.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

NewlandsWanderer

@nojusticnopeace We won't have a world government if we Lght back and expose the psychopaths

and corrupt Big Pharma $$ scientists and government ohcials behind it.  Would you trust this man

Gates who wants control over world health - a non doctor computer programmer who couldn't keep

viruses out of his computers, now wants to inject viruses into everyone on the planet.

twitter.com/.../1287794458386456576

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

Newlands ~ Gates is a SALESMAN - he bought DOS and marketed with the assistance of family

connections to IBM and the naivete of open source program developers

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

balhawk

I'm 100% with you NewlandsWanderer.  The whole scam depends on overwhelming complicity.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/DeeMarie123/default.aspx
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 Anything less would tax the enforcement resources beyond their capacity.  Perhaps awareness of

this is why Gates, of all people, is sounding the alarm.  He doesn't want the Emperor's suit to be

exposed for what it isn't as the vaccine fails on an epic scale.  The more clever approach was to let

people alone, and simply ignore the minority who don't go along, while the majority of believers

continue to go along willingly, even eagerly.  I've been puzzled all along how supposed "geniuses"

could be so bad at chess, so to speak.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Magnolia747

Yes we are being ruled by a handful of people with too much power and wealth. The problem is that

we made these freaks and are still contributing to their wealth on a daily basis. Same goes for the

mainstream media: If we didn't give them an audience, the advertisers and owners no longer have

the power.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Randyfast

nojustice; you're right; although to be precise; this evil has been in the plans for many DECADES.

They've been in no hurry - up until now. There empire is being threatened by those of us who

choose NOT to believe the lies.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

mirandola

A) We have to sue and prosecute the ringleaders. B) Enlist underground journalists to jointly, on pre

arranged dates, expose certain themes jointly, asking bloggers for their help. One source did this,

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Magnolia747/default.aspx
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teaming up with others, in an effort to expose Bill Gates and his agenda. We can ask other

underground sources to jointly do the same. C) Write to attorneys, grassroots, organize petitions

even if they don't work, but do accomplish the goal of breaking through the media blackout, aha.

 D) Particularly enlist college newsletter editors, who are passionate, vocal, wake up their parents'

cross sector as well as their peers. Who says that they are not active now by remote?  Our silence

is our complicity. Dynamo, let's go! We can't just let certain things stand. We can't win? They are

legally immune/powerful? I get so tired of that ruse. Good lawyers have ways around legal

immunity, invoking other legal bases for prosecution/litigation, in court. How else did the legally

immune Monsanto fall down....again and again? Come on.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

dude01

Newlands, good link regarding the Gates interview. He's really doing a lot of "uhs, oohs, and ahs"

 trying to BS his way through the interview. You also mentioned exposing the psychopaths. Robert

Kennedy did a good job of exposing Big Pharma's psychopathic corruption, in his recent debate

with Allen (I don't know anything about Epstein and his crimes) Dershowitz.  Allen Dershowitz tried

to trip Kennedy up a few times but Kennedy is really well prepared to debate this topic. Why isn't he

(Kennedy) speaking to Congress about all of the corruption that Big Pharma is guilty of?

https://youtu.be/IfnJi7yLKgE   Randy, you're right. Keep the conversation going with others. Share

videos like the Jeremy Elliot video. It's short.  Most people don't seem to mind watching short

videos. It's a powerful 5 minutes that should leave a lot of people thinking.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Krofter

In 1950 communism was rampant across the land. Lennons idea of a top-down, centralized control

of society became the defacto business model for most corporations and especially in Hollywood

where it's still the primary model to this day.  If your Llm project didn't conform to the communistic

https://articles.mercola.com/members/dude01/default.aspx
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social order being promoted by Hollywood, it didn't get made. This is why independent Llm makers

began looking for outside sources to fund their projects.  Viola! The Indie Llm movement was born

just a few decades ago.  The Hollywood actor R. Reagan further cemented this program by busting

unions - can't have democratically elected union representatives within a communistic corporation.

All of this stems from the antiquated belief that there are only a few people in the world capable of

running large segments of the economy (the billionaires), and that they should be the only ones

allowed to do so.  Trump is of this belief and the fact that he gave a gargantuan tax break to the

wealthy is proof.   That money was supposedly to be used to encourage investment in the US and

create new jobs, none of which happened.  Instead, like Reagan's tax breaks, the money was either

sent to tax free havens or used to move industries to low wage countries. The Lennonesc stiwing of

freedoms and the concentration of wealth to the elites is what is now taking place at an

accelerated rate with the billionaire class trying to impose their neocommie social order.  It is in

short, a coup de grace by the billionaire class.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Randyfast

Thanks Dude. I've seen that Jeremy Elliot video and had already passed it on.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

smalldar560

More likely by consent.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

mirandola
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smalldar please don't offend me by saying this is by consent. it most certainly Is not. I object,

deeply. I am sure I can safely speak for others in so saying, too.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

forbiddenhealing

Rappaport today; "TWO: TROUBLE IN VACCINE PARADISE Aside from the actual fact that vaccines are

dangerous and ineffective---which I've been proving for the past 30 years---the mainstream COVID

vaccine narrative is breaking down.  Badly. Headline, San Francisco Chronicle, July 17: "With

coronavirus antibodies fading fast, vaccine hopes fade, too". "Disturbing new revelations that

permanent immunity to the coronavirus may not be possible have jeopardized vaccine development

and reinforced a decision by scientists at UCSF and ahliated laboratories to focus exclusively on

treatments."

"Several recent studies conducted around the world indicate that the human body does not retain the

antibodies that build up during infections, meaning there may be no lasting immunity to COVID-19 after

people recover." It has been 4 mos since I had a nasty virus. A Sars/Cov2 antibody test came out

"negative/or too few antibodies to detect" ..."not for diagnostic purposes."   Will this be grounds for a

vaxx or repeated vaxx?   Anyone think the media-made political drama is real???  CLUE; It's just a mass

delusion to make you believe this is a democracy and you have a choice. We have actually been ruled

by fascist Wall Street and the Fortune 500 for many decades...Strawberry Lelds forever....Nothing Is

Real.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

rrealrose

At work, found an article link:

chaosinformation.wordpress.com/2020/07/28/jon-rappoportdispatches-from..

https://articles.mercola.com/members/forbiddenhealing/default.aspx
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

forbiddenhealing

https://nomorefakenews.com/

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

skupe59

I can just picture him with his cruel smile.  This is what he's been wishing and hoping for. Same with

Fauci, Birx, Kissinger and Soros as well as Pelosi and her gang.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

mirandola

In both of these youtubes, Gates laughs most and smirks when people either jolt in reaction to his

talking (in 2017) about "Stepping over the dead bodies" and the shelter in place...yes, three years

ago....his smile becomes most bright as people look most worried and are most afraid. Sick man.

Please also note how TV news anchors respond to him as director of global health policy and

consult him re pandemics, he practices medicine for the entire globe without a license, and no

person has the authority (or frank audacity) to become a one world dictator...except for Bill Gates.

 https/.../watch

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

el-graf
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I wonder if Bill Gates is praying for 700,000 to be harmed by this wu.  He'd be praying to Satan, of

course.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

cat6071

Vladamira....I've thought that also!  They look a bit reptilian to me.  Especially Billy Boy.  What an

ugly man!   I watched a video from the comments yesterday and both he and his ugly wife were

actually smirking talking about the second wave.  Disgusting.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

forbiddenhealing

Closeups of Gates and Buffet show a pronounced alligator hide furrowing of the face...Reptillian or

not, be kind but beware of ugly people, their envy from a life of rejection and ego hurt can be

vicious.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Randyfast

Cat; I posted awhile ago that gates, fauci and tom wheeler all look as if they could be related...and

yes; they are all butt ugly!

Posted On 07/28/2020
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stanleybecker

pals - time.com/.../bill-gates-warren-buffett

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

keepingZt

I tend to agree that Bill Gates is praying to Satan... who else would he pray to?......surely not to God

since he's probably already  hooked on Satan as his god. All of these wicked people who want to

control and rule the world and present themselves as 'Saviors' while they systematically promote

the deaths of millions of people have the mind of Satan and therefore will burn eternally in Hell. At

least that thought should give us some solace.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

NewlandsWanderer

The essential point about the vaccine agenda is that we do not need vaccines.  They have never been

successful against corona viruses, and yet government's in collusion with Bill Gates have spent billions

of pounds on them.  And those who are advising the governments and pushing these vaccines - Big

Pharma $$ scientists/Gates -  are the very people who will Lnancially beneLt.  Gates has publicly said

there will be a twenty to one proLt from this investment.  His concern for public health is ZERO.  .

Offering to vaccinate everyone on the planet to add to his billions, and never mind the side effects.  Oh

yes - and you won't be able to travel or renew your driving licence unless you have had your vaccine....  

 And these same people who are pushing the vaccine agenda are trampling on any drug or natural

protocol that threatens to derail their criminal agenda. Apart from the natural protocols that Dr Mercola

advises, including vitamin D, A, C, zinc and Quercetin, medical doctors are standing up against this

medical terrorism.  Last night a group were calling out the authorities for their failure to use life-saving

drugs - but most of this interview has been taken down by Facebook - run by Mark Zuckerberg - friend

of Bill Gates.  Here (possibly) is a short extract from that meeting - if it hasn't been taken down
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twitter.com/.../1287822324700389377

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

NewlandsWanderer

And here is Mr Gates explaining about his vaccine, which will alter your DNA.  He's already been

involved in doctoring food through GM foods and investing in making artiLcial mothers milk - and

now he wants to make an artiLcial YOU.   So the masks will stay until the vaccines are ready - even

though the actual virus does not seem to have been isolated puriLed and passed Koch's

postulates.  Could the virus really be inwuenza?,  Add to this pneumonia,  dying of other diseases -

but all being reported as Covid.  And is Covid  really an umbrella for all kinds of diseases, many

brought on by lock-down distress and media fear-mongering?  And under that dark umbrella of

"Covid" the Trojan Horse appears Llled with Gates sponsored hypodermic wielding "health" ohcials

-  ready to "save" the world  from a virus that rarely kills anyone with a healthy immune system:  So

here is the man himself trying to sell his DNA altering vaccine:

twitter.com/.../1287731106108682242

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

mirandola

~FOIA request: The CDC had to admit, in court, that the studies they were invoking, saying they had

very carefully scrutinized them, to assure safety of certain particular vaccines... did not exist...at

all...the CDC was lying!

www.icandecide.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Stipulated-Order-copy-1...   ~RECENT NEWS:

Robert Kennedy, attorney for the Children’s Health Defense, reports:

childrenshealthdefense.salsalabs.org/kennedynewsviewsrisksvsbeneLtsof..   Every single injected

monkey became ill. 20% of humans with high doses of this particular vaccine, became severely ill.

The manufacturer of the vaccine, shunned placebos, tried to conLne the trial period to three weeks

to hide any side effects in participants, more...“All vaccinated macaques sickened after exposure to

https://twitter.com/i/status/1287822324700389377
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COVID-19. Edinburgh University’s Eleanor Riley told Forbes, the vaccine provided “insuhcient”

antibodies to prevent infection and viral shedding. Vaccinated monkeys spread the disease as

readily as unvaccinated...a vaccine that hides symptoms and allows transmission is worse than no

vaccine at all.” ~WHO advisor Johann Giesecke (Sweden) said that a vaccine for this coronavirus,

will not even work! he is pro-vaccine www.youtube.com/watch  Yet, we are told that we can’t go

back to society (read, coercion) without such an ineffective vaccine.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

NewlandsWanderer

Thanks Mirandola - That's great information about the mendacious CDC. Here's more evidence that

Fauci has a forked-tongue: DEADLY COVER UP; Fauci approved Hydroxychloroquine 15 years ago

to cure cornona viruses.  "Nobody needed to die".

truepundit.com/deadly-cover-up-fauci-approved-hydroxychloroquine-15-ye..

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

rrealrose

Yes, there's a lot of double-speak being reported every day. The CDC was formed in 1946 or

thereabouts, initially to handle malaria outbreaks in the southern US. Do you suppose they did NOT

know about hydroxychloroquine, an early drug developed to control malaria? Frankly wish these

guys would stick their feet in their mouths so obviously that the world can see their ruse. The CDC

foundation is totally corporate controlled, corrupting any impartiality in the agency and most likely

the driving force behind vaccinating everyone, whereas only 5% of the population is even

susceptible. Good news is overt vaccine trial failures will eventually come into the light of day,

some sooner than later!

Posted On 07/28/2020
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padraicnoonan

Great article Dr Mercola thank you. Mandatory vaccination is on the way and we need to be ready to

Lght for our civil liberty rights. This is the crucial issue of our time.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Galeforce

The crucial issue of our time is climate change, not mandatory vaccination. Most countries won't

implement mandatory vaccination unless they are forced into doing so by military or economic

threats. Far too many people around the world do not agree that all vaccinations are necessary.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

poshest

Ah yes, "climate change" Galeforce, brought to you by the same people pushing this new covid

scam.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

jea1613

We have listened to the above video and Jeremy is absolutely right!!! Thank you and will read article

later. Love Jean (UK)

Posted On 07/28/2020
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stanleybecker

Gates has the same disease as Adolf Hitler had - a selLsh damaged emotional level of a selLsh child

that wants everything "my way" - Gates also wants all the marbles in play to be added to his pile - all

the chips on the poker board must be his -  " Being altruistic is unselLsh. The opposite would be

selLsh. Someone concerned primarily with one's own interests, beneLts, welfare, etc., regardless of

others." - Gates with his grooming and conditioning by his Eugenicist father was never taught altruistic

values but instead was imprinted with the idea that the planet was teeming with INFERIOR beings that

he had every right to eliminate - this obsession was deeply inculcated and has become the driving

force in Gates's mission to liquidate billions of humans to allow him living space on our "too crowded"

planet - like his mentor Adolf Hitler, Gates is engaged in genocide - wake up

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

NewlandsWanderer

Hi there Stan, Fuhrer Gates shows demonic symptoms of having been infected with the

Mendacious Goebels Gene.  Vile Propaganda,  Social Control, and Population Reduction -- to be

carried out by the New Gestapo - Big Pharma $$ .

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

hi Newlands - Fuhrer Gates is a quack that is set to lead the people to the Promised Land - in this

saga Gates dumps Mankind down the toilet and like Dr Strangelove contemplates GENOCIDE with

total glee - every interview when asked about the chaos he has engineered Gates laughs with glee -

the Final Days are upon us.
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

epa1375

Stan, I totally agree: Bill Gates plans for second plandemicwww.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

hi epa ~ Gates is totally oblivious of the impression he projects - he oozes conLdence in his own

stupidity

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

nojusticenopeace

@Goldengirl713 Seems like a bit of research would help one understand why it’s important to be

concerned about the gap between the small percentage of extremely wealthy people and the vast

majority. A 2018 Oxfam analysis found that the world’s 42 richest people hold as much wealth as the

poorest 3.7 billion people combined. These rich folks do not contribute to causes out of altruism. Start

with the Gates Foundation their intentions may seem Lne from a mainstream media point of view but

with a little digging the ugly evil underbelly can be found out.  I agree that all their wealth may not bring

them happiness but it seems they have a thirst for power and control which is why many are concerned

about their agendas and consider them to be psychopaths.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker
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the hoarding of personal wealth way beyond any personal requirements indicates many psychiatric

disorders like "folie de grandeur" for example - there is no point other than  the pathology of

DOMINATION

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

balhawk

Right.  It is indeed pathological.  The truth is coming out, and their censorship having the opposite

effect of its intent.  They are making the virtually inevitable error of the powerful, in

underestimating their opposition.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

joh5775

And what do you beneLt if you gain the whole world but lose your own soul? Is anything worth

more than your soul? - Matthew 16:26 The more i read the comments the more it makes me see

things coming to fruition...but that is insane to think about 42 people (not sure family or just

individuals) compared to 3.7 billion....so what is it like for the ratio of the 100 wealthiest or 200 or

up to just 1000 wealthiest...

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

chris2244

The countless mind-blowing similarities between ESSENTIAL HUMAN PROTEINS, viral proteins AND

the ohcial NIH stored sequence of covid-19 spike protein, the future vaccine for billions, means

something.. Imagine antibodies (vaccines suppose to o that yes?) to the essential ACE2 receptor or the

furin site within your own body after receiving a vaccine which encodes these sequencies!!! Or imagine
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you get that vaccine and start producing antibodies to all these other pieces of your own human

proteins, including the reproductive ones..

Amino acids are represented by 22 letters, similar to a language. There is a deep uniqueness of every

protein sequence, which for example in case of GCPR* proteins is characterized by just one 3-letter

code motif Asp-Arg-Tyr (DRY), a signalling motif which classiLes all the proteins having it to that ONE

family. Or take an example of Glutathione: Glu-Cys-Gly (ECG), or L-Carnosine:beta-Ala-His, or

angiotensin II in form of only 8 amino acids DRVYIHPF, etc., etc. Or take the 'RGD' motif present on the

covid spike protein which is known to bind to cells, to synthetic materials. Or the other motifs within

covid genome which bind metals...

In analogy think of meaning of certain words: war, hate or love!!! Each is UNIQUE, and so is every single

amino acid within our temple, called HUMAN BODY. Thus not for nothing Gates carries the patent for

his Lnal weapon: the non-lethal COVID-19 virus, encoding many pieces similar to all sorts of human

bodies, with the complete sequence only present in NIH genome data bank NC_045512.2 (not one

'experimental' covid virus can be proofed via RT_PCR which can only look for chunks of genes, then put

them together by computer algorithms), and the lethal covid-19 vaccines, assembled exactly from

those artiLcial sequences stored in genome banks). *GCPR topic won Nobel prize in 2012.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

NewlandsWanderer

Hi Chris a very in-depth post.  Thanks.  Three questions> What effect will the Covid vaccine have

on our bodies?  What will the side effects potentially be?. Finally, there is a lot of confusion about

what this corona virus actually is, especially as many people are dying with covid in their bodies

but NOT dying FROM covid..  So, has it been isolated, puriLed and passed Koch's postulates?

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker
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chris ~ Modern Managed Medicine constantly ignores the vital issues surrounding homeostasis

and the need for the organ's continued reinforcement with elements that bolster this balance -

none of this is ever accounted for in Pharma commercial DRUG PUSHING

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

FNELLENBACK

We have already gotten this virus. Twice. The second time was following a deliberate exposure to

test our presumed immunity. My 3.5 year old son was largely asymptomatic the second time. Had I

not really been paying attention I probably wouldn't have noticed. I got sick a second time. It was

similar but different with less pain and fatigue but a slightly higher low grade temp that stayed

higher much longer. We're as immune as we're gonna get. We will be hiding from any vaccine

mandates. Fortunately he's healthy and doesn't need anything and I've learned to manage my

health so I can hold my own too without prescription medication. What you described above is

terrifying. Hopefully they'll come up with blood tests to prove immunity so we're exempt.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

00

FNELLENBACK, I'd like to ask you... you say you got Covid twice, but I had it and it kept coming and

going, I'd think I was well and then it returned.. maybe this is what you experienced? My best guess

is that I had it for 4 months, it dwindled off in the last month or so, but the last I knew of it was a

cough which felt very congested and sounded like a man's cough (and I am a girl). I didn't give it to

anyone.

Posted On 07/28/2020
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Barbara Charis

How people can put the pursuit of money before anything else?  It shows they are totally limited

thinkers.  They are not as successful or as smart,  as they think they are.  I've observed that some of

the ultra wealthy have had very sorry endings.  They have no comprehension that their focus on wealth

will limit the time spent on gaining knowledge. which is more important than wealth.  We are given the

opportunity of life in order to learn and to elevate our souls.    Years ago, I met an older gentleman  in

Norwalk, Connecticut , who had written a paper on the only way we can travel from one planetary

system to another.  It was by raising  our consciousness and living up to our highest potential. This is

the only way we can get off this planet.  It gave me food for thought. Then I came across  the words,

that  Carl Sagan said before his death.  He said that he hoped he would wind up on a more civilized

planet next time.  I honestly feel the same way, too.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Vladimira

I Lnd it quite striking that the Lve wealthiest Americans are all very weird looking people. You

would think they can afford better nutrition and thus become easier on the eyes. If I did not know

who these people are and their clothes I would think they are homeless. I don’t think that they value

their own health or life. It doesn’t make any logical sense to have that much money and to want

more.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

balhawk

That is because anybody with such priorities is inherently sick, Barbara and Vladimira.  Truly

healthy people are compassionate and balanced.  If their effects were not so horriLc, they should

be pitied.
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

mirandola

I think the super wealthy believe that the material is all that exists, and have no connection to the

spiritual dimension of life. Which is the deepest dimension that there is. Only those out of touch

with Spirit are capable of evil to this extent, living and living for more and more wealth, wealth,

wealth. It seems that it is all that matters to them . Life has so much more depth than that, they are

living a truly empty existence, rich in purse, and purely impoverished in soul.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Randyfast

"Day of Happiness"? That has Orwell written all over it! I would like to correct this paragraph: "As novel

coronavirus cases ***ALLEGEDLY*** spike in the U.S. and numerous efforts are underway to develop a

vaccine, the most prominent U.S. anti-vaccination organizations are using Facebook and other social

media platforms to poison the well against a potential vaccine."

As this article merely conLrms much of what I've been stating all along; perhaps people will pay at

least a little attention to what I've been saying. Number 1 - this is not and never has been about a

"virus". How much Medical Tyranny has to come down on people's heads, before they see it? Number 2

- these "measures" are never going to go away. Plans for Agenda 21 and the NWO are well underway.

There is no doubt in my mind that at some point in the not-too-distant future, the vaccines (especially

these ones) will be forced upon humanity! As far as the oligarchs becoming richer and richer; it's not

only the vaccines they're making money on. What about the hundreds of millions of masks, face

shields, plexiglass barriers, signs, advertising for covid...boatloads of money being made here! We are

already in the Brave New World and as long as the zombie masses continue to slumber, there will be

little resistance to the growing tyranny!

Posted On 07/28/2020
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Darzoum

"as long as the zombie masses continue to slumber, there will be little resistance to the growing

tyranny..."

Randy, yes, that's why we have to keep speaking out.  The way I see it, the agenda of the pharma

drug cartels is only the tip of a spear that allows the penetration of these other tyrannies that you

cite... or at least one of the main tips.  The reason that can be the spear tip to gain entry is because

it's wielded in the name of humanitarianism... helping people, altruism etc.--people let their guards

down.   So even though we might focus on "health matters" here, it should be with knowledge of

the rest of the spear!  I think you're right that this is not ultimately about a virus, but as long as that

narrative holds sway over the majority of people, they will continue to give their consent and drag

everyone and everything down with their ignorance.  Therefore, addressing the fallacies in this fake

pharma/virus/vaccine narrative could have the effect of breaking the tip of the spear... really,

breaking a spell or hypnosis.  It then becomes very important to dispel these lies with the facts,

with much more far-reaching consequences than just the particular health issue at hand.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Mehlinda

If people in the USA get away with no masks and protesting and more I am sure they will not be

successful in forcing a vaccine that is not 100% effective ( because no vaccine is 100% effective) and

anti-vaxers are as such because they have proof of the damage vaccines do especially because of the

toxic chemical adjuvants. Also like any wu and virus they mutate, and every year there is a different

vaccine. People especially older people can get very sick and die from these vaccines. Babies die too,

these things need to be considered. I have a religious exemption, we absolutely forbid vaccines, as I

think only a few other religions do, so no-one is forcing that on me and I live in British Columbia and we

honor religious exemptions here. So human rights, we do not live in a communist country and hope we

never will although many communist organizations are trying to pull down America, it just will not

happen, you Americans have the Greatest Constitution on the face of this Earth, be PROUD! and honor

that always
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

padraicnoonan

One thing that has become clear through this "pandemic" or more like plandemic is the global

nature of the tactics used and the control measures implemented. Any country who didn't comply

such as Sweeden is under a constant barrage from the media even though their Lgures are normal.

The globalists like the Chinese model of government and want to introduce it world wide and they

fully intend to succeed. They own the media and most of academia globally and most of these

people are Marxists and all of them are globalists. You will have to Lght like everyone else to

maintain your exemption. In their book no one is exempt and they will try to impose this.

An interesting anomaly in the stats for mortality during the lockdown was the signiLcant drop in

deaths in young people especially under 2. The reason for this was that they couldn't get their

vaccination shots during lockdown but of course the media won't touch this with the exception of

UKcolumn.org who exposed this. Good luck with your Lght.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

danhow94535

Thanks Mehlinda! And great points! The sad thing many, if not most Americans don't even realize

they have a Constitution not to mention it is not even taught in the schools. And the politicians or

states don't even go by the Constitution for the most part. And some entities will say the

Constitution was written by slave owners and racist so it needs to be shredded up. But most of

them that say that didn't even actually read the Constitution. It really is a sad state of affairs in

America. There are still a few left that want the Republic to survive. So on a good note it only takes

a few to change the many.

Posted On 07/28/2020
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CokeCola777

The Jew, Alan Dershowitz, he who kept his knickers on while he got a massage in Jeffery Epstein's

Lolita House, says the government has a RIGHT to force you to take the vaccine, because of the

danger of the virus. Alarm bells went off when I heard that and thought about Nazi Germany and

their fear of the Jewish virus infecting their Aryan people. "But you MUST go into the Gas Chamber

because it's the law and it will prevent the spread of the Jewish virus." ”The Jew is a planetary

bacillus.” Mein Kampf I wonder what Dershowitz would say to the Nazi pushing HIM into the Gas

Chamber? Attorney Alan Dershowitz says the Constitution gives state governments the power to

vaccinate people in order to prevent the spread of a contagious disease. The Harvard Law School

emeritus professor made the legal case during a web-based show, "Crowdsource the Truth" that

was live on Facebook on Saturday.  

"Let me put it very clearly, you have no constitutional right to endanger the public and spread the

disease, even if you disagree. You have no right not to be vaccinated, you have no right not to wear

a mask, you have no right to open up your business," he said. The show’s interviewer Jason

Goodman asked his guest if the government rules "you have to be vaccinated, we have to be

vaccinated.” Dershowitz’s answer, “Absolutely.” "And if you refuse to be vaccinated, the state has

the power to literally take you to a doctor's ohce and plunge a needle into your arm,” he added.

 Dershowitz explained that a person can refuse medical treatment if the disease they are infected

with isn’t contagious. "But you have no right to refuse to be vaccinated against a contagious

disease," he said."Public health, the police power of the Constitution gives the state the power to

compel that. And there are cases in the United States Supreme Court.” "Judenscheisse" was a term

*** used. ”The Jew is a planetary bacillus.” Mein Kampf

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

balhawk

Right on, Mehlinda, in that they won't be able to force any vaccine on us IF enough refuse.   As for

our much battered and beaten Constitution, the Soviet Union reportedly had a constitution that
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read very nice, too; but a Constitution is only as good as it is followed. We must bear in mind - nay,

EMPHASIZE - the context of Dershowitz's observation: the precedent being that the government

can force people to be vaccinated IF a vaccine is safe and effective.  But another ruling that

shielded manufacturers from liability in the US for recommended vaccines was based on the

premise that vaccines are unavoidably UNsafe.   Therefore, according to the law, US citizens either

have free choice OR vaccine manufacturers have liability for what is forced upon people.   We must

hammer this home.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

mirandola

The way to accomplish that is to ask underground journalists to write reports about vaccine

injuries, fallacies, and the same of masks.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

sarah826

What is your religion?

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

epa1375

https/.../watch  Too Much To Hear!!!!! This Doctor Just Ended The Career of CNN Medical Experts!

Please listen to this Texas Doctor. She says there is a cure for Covid and she has treated over 350

patients with Covid and had not one DEATH. The treatment is wait for it!
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Hydroxychloriquine/Zinc/Azithromycin that’s it!!!! I did a check on this site and of course it has been

removed.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

ica2078

Thank you, Dr. Mercola for caring for us to put this information out at your own risk.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

danhow94535

Great article, and on a chilling note and I am not sure this has been talked about on here. The editorial

at "The New England Journal of Medicine" called "Ensuring Uptake of Vaccines against SARS-CoV-2".

www.nejm.org/.../NEJMp2020926  They talk about how to make the vaccines mandatory and where

you have to take them to be able to work. The tyrannical doctors in this post say "One option for

increasing vaccine uptake is to require it." and" In addition, state mandates should not be structured as

compulsory vaccination (absolute requirements); instead, noncompliance should incur a penalty".

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

fascists

Posted On 07/28/2020
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NikkiEagle

Submit to MEDICAL RAPE or be unable to earn a living and participate in society is not a choice!  

Let's take the gloves off and call the spade by its name.  It's about time the indoctrinated cultists

are made  to acknowledge what they are endorsing.  Agreeing to the ideal that forcing medical

procedures onto unwilling people is right and just is saying that you agree with medical RAPE.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

larry_e

The news now is the "frontline doctors" news conference in D.C. (27 July 2020) that got banned on

YouTube etc. because a passionate doctor said that HQC cures COVID19. She spoke her truth and got

banned! She's a doctor!

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

FainZi

I predict that this will not come true. Too many people and organizations are opposing all of it. Ad the

vaccine so far is not working. I think this will backLre in their faces. Let's hope.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

docww

You can have my vaccine because I will not get one. I work very hard to maintain a strong immune

system. I likely have been exposed often at work but that nasty bug doesn't have a chance of getting

into my body. It also helps that I don't have any chronic diseases and for an old fart of 72, my brain and

body seem to work just Lne.
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

vidio11

I'm giving up on this site. It has gone form a site about vitamins and health to a crackpot haven.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

dvander

That's what I think too.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

MiketheAngel

Gates said 700,000 people would experience side effects up to and including death. He also said

mutiple vaccinations would be needed. At least two and perhaps four a year. Doing the math we get

1,400,000 to 2,800,000 million each year as the virus mutates.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Momkastner

I think that the massive censorship going on will hurt their agenda - enough people will wonder what

they have to hide........so, return liability to Big Pharma and then let people decide to vax or not.
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

teachermom

I’m more worried about the UN New World Order.  They are against individuality,  the family unit,

religion meaning Christianity meaning Jesus Christ, socialist fascists who want to control our every

way of life making the government our god.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

lmcwilliams

Someone needs to make a tee shirt that says "Forced penetration is rape--even if it's just from a little

p**ck," with Bill Gates' picture suggestively under it.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

deanna125

August 8 is expose bill gates day 2. Please watch the video and spread the word. Use whatever social

media you are on to promote this.

www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=8&v=3Ze_OE_Pqjc&feature=em..

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

truthwillprevail

Here’s the link to the Moderna phase 2 trials clinicaltrials.gov/.../NCT04405076   I have read who they

excluded from participating. Pretty much everyone except for super healthy people age 18 and up. And
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even this group has adverse reactions in phase 1 and phase 2. Phase 2 was a total of 45 people, keep

that in mind.  If you have smoked more than one cigarette in the last year, can’t take part!

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

frjoeusayahoo.com

excellent; God save us from Gates the all those who are associated with him in this venue of injecting

us. This is an awful time and not a very  bright future we have to look forword to..

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

annambur

A press release of frontline docs sharing their experience with the beneLts of hydrochloroquin as a

preventative and as a cure.  Watch it!

www.breitbart.com/tech/2020/07/27/facebook-censors-viral-video-of-doct..

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

TruRain

It's a slippery slope, for sure. Yesterday, Moderna's Phase III Trial was announced to begin.  When Dr.

Fauci was asked about Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine candidate, he replied, that he is "cautiously

optimistic" and mentioned the small trial group size, more than once.  He also stated, that they do not

know, if it even works or not! With those less-than-encouraging words, would you pick their vaccine?

 Not me. Quite a while back, I posted about Novavax, a biotech Lrm, who believes they have the answer

in regard to safety and ehcacy with their already proven vaccine platform.  

This is a company which has been very quiet, while making major inroads to be capable of ramping up
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millions of doses of their vaccine for U.S. and worldwide distribution. When I posted this information, I

immediately received a childish and extremely vulgar email through Mercola.com demanding I leave

the message board.  It left me wondering, if it was simply from some immature poster or a staff

member, as I have no way of knowing. Dr. Mercola does not strike me as one who would be

pro-censorship.  So, I shall repeat my own sentiment.  As an investor, I own stock in only one company,

Novavax, and this has been for years.  

When there is a choice, Novavax's vaccine will be the only one acceptable to me. Around  August 3rd,

2020, Novavax will announce their Phase I Trial data, which, given their greatly successful animal study

data, is expected to be much better than any other in comparison.  That's a strong statement backed

up by President Trump's trip to the manufacturing facility for Novavax's vaccine candidate, yesterday,

CEPI's largest funding award, BARDA's $1.6 Billion funding, and a large contract award from the

Department of Defense.  Check it out to conLrm this information. The article named investors, who are

making tons of money.  But what I did not see was a list of names of those who LOST a ton of money,

because the biotech sector is the riskiest gamble in the stock market.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

NewlandsWanderer

UNBELIEVEABLE!!!  Twitter suspends Donald Trump Jnr for posting video about successful

Hydroxychloroquine treatment!!  Let's hope this video ends up on a free platform!! The Nazi's who are

censoring the Truth need to be arrested and taken to criminal court.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/07/stunning-twitter-suspends-donald-trum..

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

epa1375

Hi Newsland did you view my previous post? The FrontLine Doctors says emphatically that the cure

for Covid is: Hydroxychloriquine/Zinc/Azithromycin. Dr Stella said she treated 350 patients and not
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one of them died.  So on this I agree with Trump Jr.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

jca652041

Since the mandate that everyone wear masks here in Oregon, I can count on one hand those willing to

stand up against it. Me and one other lonely soul who gave me two thumbs up. There’s no “community”

out there standing against this other than those on this site that I’ve seen....at least in my state. Bleh!!!

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

you have to start somewhere - two is a start

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

rrealrose

NOT off topic, gotta question will changes start to happen? Ridiculously delayed Fed. govt actions from

last fall and earlier: At the point everyone gives up hope about any serious anti-Trust actions, the Feds

are Lnally moving ahead with interrogating US-based Big Tech companies:

www.marketwatch.com/story/congress-has-a-million-plus-documents-from-b..

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

gemma123
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Jonas Salk, inventor of the polio vaccine, wrote a book called Survival of the Wisest.  The concept of

transhumanism was intimated throughout.  He spoke of using vaccines to genetically control those

who threaten the superiority of the wisest--which are the elite scientists of course!  Anyone know or

heard of this book?

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

www.amazon.com/.../006013738X

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Bunny3

Better to go down Lghting than to let them murder you with these shots.  There was an RN who posted

on another site a while ago.  She said she had been working at a few different nursing homes just

before the outbreak.  She said that the nursing home residents (and I am assuming some staff) were

given a "special" vaccine.  I would bet that the vaccine was largely responsible, in one way or another,

for causing so many of the deaths.  This is phase one of their extermination plans.  The elderly and

sick, including those with comorbidities die Lrst.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

el-graf

I hope Gates is one of the next batch of 700,000 that he plans on sacriLcing to Molech.

Posted On 07/28/2020
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stanleybecker

Gates is already DEAD - that is why he resents the LIVING and wants them to be dead like him

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

brigittawaller

Time for another French revolution and the de-crowning of Trillionaires and Billionaires worldwide. No

individual or organization should have the "power" to inwuence/buy NEW RULES................ Personally I

would prefer a Lring squad over any vaccine supported by Gates and cronies.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Doogle

I don't know if anyone has heard of dr. Shiva Ayyadurai but he is debating Fauci Wednesday. Should be

interesting. Dr. Shiva is running for Senate in Massachusetts taking on the establishment. His

campaign slogan is truth health and freedom. Try and support him if you can... Thanks

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

Dr Shiva is challenging Fauci to come and debate him - this will not happen - but here is the link -

vashiva.com/dr-shiva-live-time-for-truth-invitation-to-dr-anthony-fauc..

Posted On 07/28/2020
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NewlandsWanderer

Doogle - Dr. Shiva would tear Fauci to shreds, or any of the Big Pharma Talking-Heads.  He would

give them a lesson on REAL health, the TRUTH about the Immune System and how people can

protect themselves from harmful viruses.  No-one from Big Pharma will come because he will

expose them as being Snake-Oil Salesmen.   However - we can always hope someone will turn

up....

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

00

Chloroquine works... we don't need a vaccine if we have a cure!

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

according to Gates and his sock puppet Fauci "only a vaccine will cure their MONEY HUNGER"

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

tilapiagirl

Really like that DR Mercola has shared this.Dr Stella Immanuel in houston texas has blown the doors

wide open on the simple cure she has been using and None of her patients have died....blood

pressure...diabetes....82 year olds and 92 years olds all cured no deaths whatsoever...this Dr has laid it

down in no uncertain terms.
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

tilapiagirl

Dr Stella Imanuels post had 17 million views on you tube and they have taken it down....the point is

nobody had to die .I pray commenters here can Lnd it as I do not have the computer skillset to post

the link.There is even an extended version where many DRs back what she has to say.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

here's your link - www.bitchute.com/.../93axlgEiU9Pe

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

sseifert7me.com

Thank you for keeping us informed! I read everyday. Someone has to keep getting the truth out there.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Mehlinda

Thank you everyone for your answer and Thank you Dr. Mercola for this post. Yes its funny that I know

more about the constitution and about being patriotic ( I Love your Country) in Canada our charter of

rights are different, and every province is different as to how you deal with vaccines. Luckily in BC  you

can have religious exemptions (since 1976)thats how I got my kids through school without being
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vaccinated. We also have a law in Canada against religious bigotry. So Sikhs can wear turbans and

Muslim women veils, and imposing on your religious freedoms is unlawful, Many have fought through

the human right commission. Also, vaccine issues have been brought to court everywhere and billions

of dollars paid out to vaccine-injured ( causing death also) children and adults alike. There will never be

a one-world government, the people will Lght with all their might, and that's why the 2nd amendment is

so beautiful and was out in place in case foreign or domestic invaders tried as now to take over, good

luck with that, it won't happen, the people will Lght to the death for their freedom!

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

balhawk

Let us make this clear: Dershowitz cited the precedent that allows the government to vaccinate people

against their will IF the vaccine is SAFE and EFFECTIVE.   But the ruling that freed vaccine

manufacturers from liability for recommended vaccines in the US was based on the premise that

vaccines are UNAVOIDABLY UNSAFE.   So, what will it be, FDA and CDC, freedom of choice or

restoration of liability?

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

CokeCola777

The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation are EUGENICISTS!  You don't need

to have ALL the details on this COVID 19 issue, but the fact that this was planned in 2010 by the

demonic Rockefeller Foundation, should set off alarm bells to those who can hear! SCENARIOS FOR

THE FUTURE OF TECHNOLOGY AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 2010  by The Rockefeller

Foundation an Global Business Network May 2010  PDF Format LIST OF PARTICIPANTS This report is

the result of extensive effort and collaboration among Rockefeller Foundation initiative staff,

Foundation grantees, and external experts. Everyone should Google & read this document!
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

the duality for the eugenicists is always SUPERIOR versus INFERIOR - this was what turned the

inferior Hitler on and made him believe in his "superiority" - a clear sign of lack of education and

fantasy overcoming lack of intelligence - now the whole masochistic planet wants to be wushed

down the toilet of inferiority

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

joeanddonna

Maybe people won't get as rich as Dr. Mercola believes if the dollar has little value. So far, the US

economy isn't rebounding. Only violent aggression,  white supremacy, a raging pandemic, and utter

chaos, seem to be gaining steam. And now we are to "Lght" the lies and vaccination too? Heck, we

couldn't even Lght Monsanto and must now live with that toxicity. Only one way for things to get better

for ALL...total collapse...and I'm pretty sure it's coming. God bless humanity!

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

sure looks that way

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Hanmer
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please check out  a new political party in New Zealand that is standing against our loss of freedoms.

 ADVANCE / NEW ZEALAND PEOPLES PARTY.  we have an election in September and going to stir up

the govt by getting the truth heard and people into parliament.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Hanmer

Also New Zealand is being used as a test case for the rest of the world, because of our natural

borders and low population they are using us as guinea pigs. Like they did when they introduced

elctronic bank cards, NZ has one of the, if not the highest use of electronic transactions. our

labour('communist") prime minister is friendly with  the Gates and we have heard Bill Gates visited

here recently. It is also in the normal news media Microsoft wants to set up business here. We

need your support.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

bart.makplanet.nl

Scary stuff! Personally I don't go to doctors and do no pharmaceuticals at all anymore and I feel a lot

better than I ever did at 63. No wu shots, nothing! I used to take them and was sick all the time from

whatever I caught. But that was 20 years ago. Two glasses of water every morning with a piece of fruit

and skip one of the three meals a day, doesn't matter which one. Pharma is the accepted heroin of

society; it keeps people dependent and sick. Problem with the ultra rich is that their wealth is going to

their heads; they lose touch with reality and develop megalomaniac ideas. Gates wants to reduce world

population and wants to get everybody healthy by vaccines. Maybe he should learn something about

natural selection. Something is not right in that argument right there and should be a disqualiLer. Yet

he's still there and guess why. It doesn't pass the smell test; plain and simple

Posted On 07/28/2020
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stanleybecker

"yet he's still there" - because his propaganda machine is so powerful that the Zombies actually

believe every LIE he puts forward

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

annambur

I was just sent this link of a large group of doctors discussing the huge beneLts of using

hydroxtchloriquine as a preventative.  This bunch of docs are the front lines. They say that the media

and others are wat out lying about numerous things, harming the people and our country.  Please y'all,

watch this!! www.breitbart.com/tech/2020/07/27/facebook-censors-viral-video-of-doct..

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

helpothers

probably need to download this video - the link to the doctors website says the site is expired.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

carolann1019

George Soros is putting 50 million dollars into the Democratic Party re-election... Because all of the

democrats are behind vaccines, mask wearing anything that doesn’t seem to be safe for the American

people. Just like the BLM movement is being funded by George Soros and Tom Steyer another

billionaire. BLM movement is run by Marxists . When you give money to BLM it goes to ACT BLUE
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which is an arm of the Democratic Party.  BLM movement is to end the family structure.... People need

to wake up or we lose America forever! If we haven’t already , with the near collapse of the economy..

 The riots that the media aren’t showing you in Portland can be clearly seen if you follow Andy Ngo on

twitter . It’s a war zone . This Country is falling fast..It is to cause chaos and funded by the billionaires

too.. Wake up do your homework. Google however that owns you tube are erasing things from the net.

Then we have Nazi Facebook. If you continue hearing it from the mainstream media or CNN it’s most

likely a LIE . Because they all have the same agenda .. We need to Pray for our Country..

 www.theblaze.com/.../george-soros-50-million-2020

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Ester669

Now we know why the management of the COVID-19 in the U.S. has been such as disaster and will

continue to be so even when there is an effective vaccine.  It doesn't help when the president of the

U.S. and his sycophants ignore science and promote COVID-19 conspiracy theories and quack

treatments. cspinet.org/news/fda-and-ftc-urged-bring-enforcement-proceedings-again..

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

Ester - you come on this site to purposely undermine what Dr Mercola freely publishes - at no time

have I ever been coerced to buy any of Dr Mercola's products over a period of 9 years - your

attempt to invoke censorship has all the markings of Fascist oppression - everyone who has

gained knowledge from reading the open minded articles provided free by Dr Mercola is grateful

that someone of his INTEGRITY is providing insight into the Mainstream attempt to CENSOR and

CONTROL the wow of information for COMMERCIAL ends -  - TROLL

Posted On 07/28/2020
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NewlandsWanderer

Your US President actually recommended Hydroxychloroquine which WORKS.  And thousands

would be alive today if doctors and  Big Pharma scientists and most Bill Gates owned media

outlets had not  LIED about it twitter.com/.../1279166823586504704

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

00

Ester,

Dr. Mercola's eye supplement saved me from going blind.  I don't know about the other products he

makes and sells, but the eye supplement changed my life. And so, it's hard for me to not believe all

his products are great.  I spent the last 10 years trying all kinds of prescription products and

supplements, none of them did anything.

I thank him everyday (he just doesn't hear it)

He is a God send, really.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

bchristine

CSPI is in cahoots with BigPharma and BigFood/Ag.  I used to be a member years ago until I

realized all their articles were biased against everything natural medicine.  This is PRECISELY why

they are against Dr. Mercola and his products.  Dig a bit deeper and you will see how CSPI is

biased.  If my memory serves me correctly, I believe one or more of the board members were

directly tied to the Big corporations ...  go to the TRUE SOURCE and you will Lnd the answers!

https://articles.mercola.com/members/NewlandsWanderer/default.aspx
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

educatedmind

So it continues to be in plain sight and obvious. The whole scheme does don't stand up to educated

scrutiny.  Bill is in many ways like Trump neither one of them are geniuses, both, like excited children

have to make comments to show what they know even if it exposes the plot. If you had followed Bill for

years you would have seen his resemblance to the wizard of OZ. all smoke and mirrors. Microsoft

wasn't really his baby. Paul and IBM provided that plan. He has no degree in anything, especially

medicine. That, I think is why he appointed a TECH company going into bankruptcy as his go-to

vaccine maker. The video is pretty good, pointing out the special language and social engineering I

previously posted about. I don't agree with his attitude about birth control. It is not baby-killing, but

abortion will not be going away because fetal cells and fetal stem cells are a major market. Those

vaccines they are pushing have fetal cells after all. As previously said by people with more degrees and

education than me ' how did we survive for 100 years before vaccines were created '? Many questions

are answered by using just that type of creative thinking.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

"survive for 100s of years" should read "millions of years"

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

joh5775

no..."survive for 1000s of years" should be read as said not millions...
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

your post says "100s" - read it

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

educatedmind

it was meant to point out vaccines arrived 100 years ago, they said how did we exist before that? I

was posting a synopsis of a quote. Now I have explained the intent of the quote. Of course, you can

also point out how sanitation was largely absent before vaccines showed up.  By then the diseases

were resolving because the sewage and dirty water were Lxed. The vaccines came late to the party

as it were.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Galeforce

The rest of the world will resist efforts by the USA or its billionaires to take over.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

what do you base your assertion on, Galeforce?? - "wishful thinking?"
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

CMS_72

Why 2030?  Has anyone thought about this?  At the age of 30, 2000 years ago, Jesus began to preach

to people, that is, in the year 30. In the times we live in now, Christ's energy aligns with the planetary

Leld.  There will be 3 years in which Christ will be present in the consciousness of people much more

than before, which is called the awakening to Christ consciousness, the Second Coming.  These

antichrist forces are trying to pull back human consciousness to prevent this planetary event, as Rudolf

Steiner said in 1917:

"I have told you that the spirits of darkness are going to inspire their human hosts, in whom they will be

dwelling, to Lnd a vaccine that will drive all inclination towards spirituality out of people’s souls when

they are still very young, and this will happen in a roundabout way through the living body. Today,

bodies are vaccinated against one thing and another; in future, children will be vaccinated with a

substance which it will certainly be possible to produce, and this will make them immune, so that they

do not develop foolish inclinations connected with spiritual life"...

"The whole trend goes in a direction where a way will Lnally be found to vaccinate bodies so that these

bodies will not allow the inclination towards spiritual ideas to develop and all their lives people will

believe only in the physical world they perceive with the senses.”...  "The Lrst step must be to throw

people’s views into confusion, turning their concepts and ideas inside out."... "The soul will be made

non-existent with the aid of a drug. Taking a ‘sound point of view’, people will invent a vaccine to

inwuence the organism as early as possible, preferably as soon as it is born, so that this human body

never even gets the idea that there is a soul and a spirit.” The next ten years are when the 'beast' will

show its face more aggressively against humanity more than ever. The question arises is: The Second

Coming or second CruciLxion?

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Randyfast
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I'm surprised that I could still Lnd this: www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

helpothers

Randy - a very chilling video until you look closely at the two supposed different brains.  Both look

identical except for the spot that is lit up.  It would seem to me that if it were two different people

there would be some differences in the skull or brain images.  Truly, if they are looking to do

something like this, it is horrible, but this video certainly doesn't convince me.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

miraculae

There is a petition now on petitions@whitehouse.gov asking for executive order that we all get to

choose ir reject any vaccine here is the link

petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/president-trump-sign-executive-order..

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

ohe0518

JOIN:  Aug 9th at 3pm in every city across America for a demonstration of prayer and faith.  Meeting In

every city at every city hall, administrative ohces, and each state capital.  Binding together to proclaim

“let me people go”!

Posted On 07/28/2020
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stanleybecker

give links please - here is a past march -

www.newsbreak.com/news/1563766717578/let-my-people-go-opponents-of-sta..

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

jamNjim

Is it any wonder why anyone would distrust a vaccine that got pushed through in less than a year?? You

don't have to be an antivaccinator to feel timid about rushing to the shot nurse to get this coronavirus

vaccine. If you know that the #1 cause of the cytokine storm that shuts the lungs down is basically

insulin resistance you can do something about it right NOW! Most people who have been on this forum

for any length of time know all about Intermittent Fasting, Low Carb/Keto, not eating before bed time

(at least 3 hours), HIIT (High Intensity Interval Training), and Sleep. Then there's Vit-D. Increasing

dietary fat and sunlight will help in that department. What never gets mentioned about Vit-D is INSULIN

RESISTANCE. The PHD I know that researched this for 15+ years says everyone that is insulin resistant

is low in Vit-D. This is because Vit-D is stored in your fat cells. So the Vit-D is there, but it can't get into

the blood stream. This is done with I.F. and HIIT. If there is anyone on this forum who is getting their

Vit-D levels checked I challenge you to try this. At least 2 days a week combine HIIT with IF. I like doing

extreme IF with HIIT at least 1 day a week. I will eat my last meal at 11am Friday. Then I'll get up

Saturday morning and drink water. By 8am Sat I will do 30 minutes of HIIT where I never let my heart

rate drop below 140 bpm. Then I eat lunch around noon and it is ZERO Carbs! I eat my Lrst

carbohydrate Sunday Afternoon! This forces your pancreas to release a hormone called glucagon. It

does the opposite of insulin. It forces stored triglycerides to be released from fat cells and converted

back into glycogen (form of blood sugar). When this happens your Vit-D levels go up. Most experts

agree that 20 to 30ng/ml of vit-d in your blood is normal/OK. Some believe 50 is better. Mine averages

the upper 80's. You can actually use a glucose meter and know exactly when glucagon is released.

Your blood sugar will go up temporarily!!

Posted On 07/28/2020
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jamNjim

The blood sugar increase is temporary and it will wuctuate dramatically. It can range anywhere

from 80 to 120 while you're in this metabolic state. If you are getting your glucose checked at a

clinic they might freak out. If this is your Lrst time trying this and you feel like panicking just eat

something sweet. Immediately, your pancreas will cease all glucagon production and it will secrete

insulin. Your blood sugar will drop to levels lower than you have ever seen (low 70's). This means

you temporarily increased your insulin sensitivity!! Hip Hip Hurray!! Do this every week for 6 weeks

and you will be amazed at how great you feel and you will sleep better at night. Sleeping better at

night improves this insulin response even more (snow ball effect). When you go in to get your next

Vit-D test you will blow your doctor's mind especially when you tell him you did it without

supplements. To enhance this even further try consuming more fat. Fat is the only source of

calories your body consumes that requires no insulin which makes FAT the perfect calorie source

during this Covid-19 Pandemic!

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Sta15961

True enough Gates has made a gazillion dollars. Also true is that he and his family are perhaps the

most generous group in the world. I think his motive is altruistic. He doesn't need another business

empire. Of course,  whether the vaccine is ehcacious is another matter and the public health vs

individual freedoms/responsibility yet another.  Maybe this is the point in our 'evolution' where we

necessarily begin to self destruct.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

Sta - you have no idea what psychosis means
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

educatedmind

Stan, you really haven't paid any attention to Bill at all. "Altruistic"?.  Did you mistake words and

intend to say sadistic? Because there is nothing altruistic about the Monsanto, drug supporting

agenda of the Gates. The evil smirk should make that very clear to you. If not, how about his not

providing food, sanitation, and clean water to his vaccine candidates. That should have been the

Lrst move if he truly planned to be altruistic. but, supporting big polluters and buying stock was his

Lrst priority.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

chris2244

ABOUT COVID-19 VACCINES and their related patents: Dr. Baric Ralph (in addition to others) Lled for a

patent for 76% of the Covid-19 SPIKE protein already in 2015! Like the NovaVAX, his 2018 Lnally

published patent 9,884,895 (AVY23063.1 in NIH data base) titled: "Methods and compositions for

chimeric coronavirus spike proteins" was already very similar to his current MODERNA mRNA vaccine,

with the 4 out of 5 amino acids binding to the ACE2 receptor, ready to go begin of 2018!! It didn't have

the complete furin cleavage site yet, though....

Searches for many different proteins within the covid genome, in particular the spike protein, which will

be in most all of the vaccines, point to many things. For example, search for covid spike similarities

with the nagalase, present in so many autistic children (related to MMR vaccine and the extremely

healing GcMAF protein, fact for which Dr. Bradstreet lost his live) gives quite astonishing result

(Query=covid spike YP_009724392.1, Sbjct=nagalase) using BLAST PHI (NIH bioinformatics tool):

Query 226 PTHGVG 231   PT+GVG Sbjct 499 PTNGVG 504 Query 380 DNTFVE 385 DNTFV  Sbjct 1118

DNTFVS 1123 Query 311

KVQGTEGL 319 F+VQ TE + Sbjct 318 FRVQPTESI 326 Query 90 KNIDAVF 96  KNID F Sbjct 195

KNIDGYF 201 Query 228 HGVGPLH 234 HGV LH Sbjct 1058 HGVVFLH 1064 and quite few more

https://articles.mercola.com/members/educatedmind/default.aspx
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sequences.. Or a similarity between covid-spike and FSHR, the ESSENTIAL human reproductive

protein: Query 112 NPEAFQNLPNLQYLLISNTGIKHLPDVHKIHSLQKVLLDIQDNINIHT 159 NP F L +I+ +K L

+ ++ ++ KV + DNIN+HT Sbjct 1540 NPTTFH----LDGEVITFDNLKTLLSLREVRTI-KVFTTV-DNINLHT 1581

 or to the VMAT2, protein regulating neuronal monoamine transmission: Query 793 PIKDFGGF 800 PI F

GF  Sbjct 160 PIPMFAGF 167 Query 319 RVQP 322 RVQP Sbjct 275 RVQP 278 Query 894 LQIPFA 899 L

IPFA Sbjct 374 LCIPFA 379  Or similarities to human hemoglobin and covid spike: Query 27

LVTLAILTALRLCAYCCNIVNVSLVK 53 LLVTLA L A V+ SL K Sbjct 106 LLVTLAA----HLPAEFTPAVHASLDK

128  And countless more!! continue.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

BobRiber

At no point has Bill Gates said he wants to track vaccinated people or Covid + people.  Recheck your

references.  He says the government should to Lnd out where the contagion is.  At least get the simple

things right.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

I think you should Lrst apply your advice to yourself and then get the "simple things right" - Gates is

advocating Gestapo tattoos and immunity passports based upon digitalized information

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

tessat

Thank you Dr. Mercola for this article.  One more thing--why did coins disappear suddenly?  My

husband says our grocery store does not accept cash because of coin shortage.  Making us use
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plastic--is that another tracking device?  Of course it is. If we don't  stand up to this madness we are

doomed.  Those who only watch mainstream news probably don't even know who George Soros is.

 Really sad. We are on a slippery slope and we must wake up and stand up for FREEDOM AND

JUSTICE.  Especially freedom of speech.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

colinbannon

This article makes me thing that Americans are nuts. You have started wars all around the globe, led

the way in habitat destruction and global heating as well as driving social inequality up and up at home

and abroad. Freedom to destroy, freedom to pollute, and now this article which  to me is infantile in its

analysis of a pandemic so fostered by American Agribusiness leading to the worst food ever known to

mankind. I has to stop listening when the speaker asks why we are not wearing masks against TB.  You

lot voted in Trump too!!!! Im afraid the USA in its eternal quest for "freedom" is the world leader in

destruction. Lets get real, the USA is about billionaiires, always has been.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

athlete

There is reason to be worried. Not because of Bill Gates and his billionaire friends, but rather due

to the would-be billionaire who is the commander in chief of the country. The man who holds the

nuclear codes. His childish pride when he told Chris Wallace that he aced the MOCA test (a

dementia test) was scaring. And how he proudly recited the words "Person, Female, Male, Camera,

TV" was even scarier.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Goldengirl713
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What is this negative thinking about billionaires? Who cares if there are people who become very

wealthy. Do you realize that most of them are able to donate a lot of money to good causes. They

need the tax break. I have no problem with rich people. I am Lne not being rich and I am

comfortable without having loads of money.Money does not bring you happiness unless you are

made happy in giving a lot of it away.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

npolog

I see parallels between th e approaches to COVID-19 and global warming.  With both issues the US

is about as back*ssward as it can get. Current admin is representative of the

problems...anti-science and all about corporate power and proLt...conspiracy theories and just

plain dumbness.  The appeal to those of a lower level of comprehension. I think the US is now

about the greatest threat to world peace and stability.  The rest of the world can see the facts and

stats on COVID-19...and despite the dumb declarations of being on top of it...it sure don't look that

way!

What scares me is that enough people voted for it...to make it a reality in the Lrst place.   The real

squeaky part will be getting past the current admin if enough voters wake up to do it...anything to

hold on to power??  War...martial law? As far as global warming...as far as I'm concerned it is a

fact...but unlike COVID-19 the issue isn't one simple virus...it is a complex problem with one simple

factor feeding it...humans.  Humans tend to be resistant to taking responsibility for themselves?

 But there is the brick wall up ahead...COVID-19 will seem like a walk in the park in comparison...

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

danhow94535

Colinbannon. Do you think Hillary would have been any better? And all Americans don't believe in

the Military Industrial Complex. They pulled a fast one on us on 911 just like they are pulling a fast
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one on us now with the Covid. Many Americans have been waking up to the problems. And who the

controllers are and the controllers aren't Americans. Most of the American politicians are just the

pawns and useless idiots and yes men who are blackmailed into submission. We have to look to

see who the ones behind the curtain really are. Many of us are getting a grasp of it.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

Julieanne

Goldengirl, that sort of money gives people enormous power, which they don't always use for good.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

Goldengirl - how very provocative of you - endorsing the robber barons of our time with the type of

gloss that the Mainstream Media is always trotting out - 50% of their tax evasion trusts is taxpayer

money - the taxpayer is being used to glamorize their trust requirements to distribute the wealth

charitably - this is not the case as Gates uses his trust to leverage more personal wealth - WAKE

UP

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

jdg

If you watch the actual video of Gates talking, he did NOT state unconditionally that 700,000 will die

from the vaccine. He simply was commenting on how long it takes to do all the testing to make sure it

is safe.. He was giving an example of what would happen IF 1 in 10,000 had a bad reaction.. simple

math on global population would give 700,000.. clearly pointing out that waiting longer for a vaccine in

order to complete better safety testing is obviously needed and people will have to set their
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expectations accordingly.. I'm getting very disappointed in Mercola's sensational and misleading

headlines which clearly take things out of context.. People, start reading the references provided and

you will see that his reviews often twist, if not completely misrepresent, what is actually being said. He

counts on people not being smart enough to Lgure this out and that you will believe everything he says

word for word without checking.. I'm not saying that everything he says is wrong, just that you have to

be very careful about allowing yourself to be sucked into sensationalism meant to manipulate you..

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

so you "trust" this used car salesman with your life - propaganda addict

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

educatedmind

JDG, If you reread Dr. M's article, as I just did twice you will see that he  "did NOT state

unconditionally that 700,000 will die from the vaccine". was said by Bill. Bill is tricky though

because he likes to use the universal "we" we must, we will have,, etc.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

mercola0105

I truly enjoy your articles and especially the comments from other members. And at the same time I

would appreciate if you didn’t end an interesting article with your advertising. Let the article stand by

itself and speak for itself. Then let the user decide if they want more info and or even one or some of

your products. Otherwise it seems to me it’s just an entry way for you to advertise your business and

products.
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Posted On 07/28/2020

 

craigco46

What's so bad with Mercola advertising his products the way he does?  He provides a lot of useful

information most times and this is  one of his multiple ways of making money.  Mercola is  a

businessman and runs a proLtable business and not a charity.  If he didn't sell his products here

this site wouldn't exist.  I hope he makes as much money as possible and uses whatever marketing

tactics he has to inorder to make  his money and increase  his wealth.

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

stanleybecker

hear, hear, Craig

Posted On 07/28/2020

 

jamNjim

Mercola105, I'm one of the most outspoken members on this forum. My BIGGEST GRIPE is that I

can't post my REAL NUMBERS for my biometric screenings. I regularly challenge this forum to

match and/or exceed my numbers. Once upon a time Dr. Mercola even engaged in debates on this

forum. Him and I went head to head on several occasions. I continuously get negged to the bottom

of these forum debates, but no one including Dr. Mercola has better numbers than I have. They all

hate me!  Don't let this get you down. I parade my numbers DAILY! I marched around my ohce

today eating SPAM just to rub it into all the brainwashed zombies faces who quiver at the thought

of losing their brainwashed sponsored health insurance. They struggle to keep their insurance

premiums/contributions down while I coast through it with no stress. What's my advantage? I paid

THOUSANDS of dollars back in the 90's to PHD research scientists to tell me the TRUTH! My goal
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was to sue the FDA, BIG PHARMA, the USDA, and the NIH. I used the ScientiLc Method to

document my medical history and ALL of their FAILED METHODS  of treating my medical

problems. Remember, they only make money if you are sick. Learn and Live by the ScientiLc

Method of problem solving and challenge every doctor with this. 99% of all doctors will tell you

they will no longer treat/see you when you approach them with the ScientiLc Method. The very

SCIENTIFIC community they represent will disown you the moment you present them with the

scientiLc method of problem solving.  The medical system is a total fraud that is 100% proLt

driven. I laugh when I read the fake news headlines that hospitals are LAYING OFF

employees/doctors/nurses due to Covid-19. GOOD RIDENCE! The day this very forum allows me to

actually publish my numbers I will be less critical.
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